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Summary

� Both mutualism and polyploidy are thought to influence invasion success in plants, but few

studies have tested their joint effects. Mutualism can limit range expansion when plants cannot

find a compatible partner in a novel habitat, or facilitate range expansion when mutualism

increases a plant’s niche breadth. Polyploids are also expected to have greater niche breadth

because of greater self-compatibility and phenotypic plasticity, increasing invasion success.
� For 847 legume species, we compiled data from published sources to estimate ploidy,

symbiotic status with rhizobia, specificity on rhizobia, and the number of introduced ranges.
� We found that diploid species have had limited spread around the globe regardless ofwhether

they are symbiotic or how many rhizobia partners they can host. Polyploids, by contrast, have

been successfully introduced to many new ranges, but interactions with rhizobia constrain their

range expansion. In a hidden statemodel of trait evolution,we also found evidence of a high rate

of re-diploidization in symbiotic legume lineages, suggesting that symbiosis and ploidy may

interact at macroevolutionary scales.
� Overall, our results suggest that symbiosis with rhizobia limits range expansionwhen legumes

are polyploid but not diploid.

Introduction

In plants, both polyploidy andmutualism are thought to contribute
to ecological and evolutionary success. Polyploidization is an
important driver of plant speciation (Soltis & Soltis, 2016), because
it confers instant reproductive isolation and is therefore expected to
impact niche evolution and range expansion (Weiss-Schneeweiss
et al., 2013). Likewise, mutualism has been linked with high rates of
lineage diversification and is thought to increase ecological oppor-
tunity by expanding niche breadth and giving rise to coevolution
with mutualist partners (G�omez & Verd�u, 2012; Hembry
et al., 2014; Weber & Agrawal, 2014; Zeng & Wiens, 2021).
However, some work has shown that engaging in mutualism can
slow diversification (Kaur et al., 2019) and that relying on a
mutualistic partner can limit range expansion (Simonsen
et al., 2017). Previous research has identified both polyploidy and
mutualism as important determinants of where plants establish and
persist (Sheth et al., 2020). Polyploidy should also impact plant–
microbe interactions (Segraves & Anneberg, 2016), making it

important to determine whether or how these factors interact to
shape plant geographic ranges. Here, we test whether ploidy and
symbiosis jointly impact invasion success in legumes.

There are several reasons why polyploidsmay be better invaders
than diploids. Polyploids generally have greater genetic variation
(Otto &Whitton, 2000) and phenotypic plasticity (Mattingly &
Hovick, 2021), both of which may allow polyploids to rapidly
adapt to novel habitats. Polyploid plants also often have higher
rates of self-fertilization, a trait that is associated with greater
invasion success (Barringer & Geber, 2008). However, tests of
polyploidy’s effects on range size have had mixed results. In
Clarkia, polyploids have larger ranges than diploids (Lowry &
Lester, 2006), consistent with the above predictions. By contrast,
in the Potentilleae tribe of Rosaceae, polyploids have smaller
range sizes than diploids (Brittingham et al., 2018). Polyploid
species may outcompete their diploid relatives only in more
extreme habitats due to increased stress tolerance. Therefore, if
polyploids can persist only in extreme habitats, they could become
niche specialists, making it difficult to spread to new environ-
ments (Hummer, 2012; L�opez-Jurado et al., 2019). Overall,
broad-scale studies have failed to uncover a significant impact of*These authors contributed equally to this work.
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ploidy on range expansion (Hijmans et al., 2007; Martin &
Husband, 2009; Glennon et al., 2014), suggesting that poly-
ploidy may facilitate range expansion only under specific
conditions, for instance when polyploids are formed through
hybridization (Arrigo et al., 2016) or if polyploidy leads to greater
allocation toward dispersal-related traits (Coughlan et al., 2017).
Although legumes vary markedly in ploidy, no study has tested
whether polyploid legumes have spread to more ranges than
diploid legumes.

Legumes rely on bacterial partners called rhizobia to grow and
reproduce in nutrient-poor soil. Rhizobia form nodules on plant
roots where rhizobia fix atmospheric nitrogen into a readily
available form of nitrogen for plants (van Rhijn & Vanderley-
den, 1995). Although legume–rhizobium mutualisms are context-
dependent (Simonsen & Stinchcombe, 2014) and rhizobia can
vary in their quality as symbionts (Denison & Kiers, 2004; Heath
&Tiffin, 2007), inmost cases partnering with rhizobia is beneficial
for plants (Friesen, 2012). Therefore, we assume that symbiosis
with rhizobia is generally mutualistic and advantageous to plants.
Although the ability to make nodules is a common and beneficial
trait in species across the legume phylogeny, not all legumes
nodulate. The legume–rhizobium symbiosis is over 100Myr old,
and it remains unclear if nodulation has evolved multiple times
after an old predisposition event (Doyle, 2011;Werner et al., 2014)
or if the symbiotic trait has a single evolutionary origin followed by
multiple losses across the legume phylogeny (Griesmann
et al., 2018).

Although mutualism can facilitate range expansion in some
plant species (Afkhami et al., 2014), a previous global analysis of
legumes showed that symbiosis with rhizobia limits range expan-
sion (Simonsen et al., 2017). Legumes that depend on rhizobia for
nitrogen may be unable to establish in a new range if they cannot
find compatible symbionts there. Expanding on the analysis of
Simonsen et al. (2017),Harrison et al. (2018) found that symbiotic
legumes that associate withmany rhizobia taxa have spread tomore
new ranges than symbiotic legumes that specialize on just one or a
few rhizobia partners, again suggesting that the availability of
compatible rhizobia constrains the spread of legumes around the
globe. However, neither of these previous studies considered
ploidy.

Ploidy is predicted to have important effects on the
interaction between legumes and rhizobia. Autotetraploid plants
obtain more fixed nitrogen from larger nodules than diploids
(Forrester & Ashman, 2020). Polyploid plants can also be more
generalized on rhizobia, obtaining greater benefits from a wider
diversity of rhizobia partners than diploids (Forrester
et al., 2020). Legumes vary substantially in ploidy and
polyploidy influences plant interactions with other species
(Segraves & Anneberg, 2016), yet we currently lack broad-
scale studies of how ploidy and symbiosis with rhizobia jointly
influence invasion success in legumes. In this study, we (1) ask
whether ploidy and symbiosis interact to affect range expansion
in legumes and (2) estimate transition rates in symbiotic status
and ploidy across the legume phylogeny to better understand
how the symbiosis with rhizobia evolved in plants (e.g. whether
it depends on evolutionary transitions in ploidy).

Materials and Methods

We used published data on symbiotic status from Werner
et al. (2014) and geographic range data originally compiled from
the International Legume Database and Information Service
(ILDIS) by Simonsen et al. (2017) in our analysis. We obtained
ploidy information for 847 species from these larger datasets.
Overall, our global trait dataset of legume species comprised 232
genera and several subfamilies of legumes (Table S1).

Ploidy

We estimated ploidy (i.e. the number of copies of each chromo-
some in a cell) for 847 species of legumes using methods adapted
from Brittingham et al. (2018). Specifically, we extracted total
chromosome count values for each species from the Chromosome
Count Database (CCDB; Rice et al., 2015), the Index to Plant
Chromosome Numbers (IPCN; Goldblatt & Johnson, 1979), or
Rice et al. (2019). If a species was not found in one of these
databases, we searchedWeb of Science for a genus-level average for
the total chromosome count number (Table S2). When multiple
sources reported different chromosome counts for the same species,
we used the median value in our analyses. To calculate ploidy for
each species, we divided the chromosome counts by the genus-level
base chromosome number as reported in Fedorov (1969) and
Bairiganjan&Patnaik (1989). If the base chromosome number for
a genus was missing from the Fedorov (1969) table, chromosome
counts were divided by the base chromosome number reported for
the legume subfamily: Mimosoideae (x = 13; Santos et al., 2012),
Caesalpinioideae (x = 7; Resende et al., 2013), or an average value
for Papilionoideae (x = 10.5; Lackey, 1980) to find the ploidy level
of the species. If there was no base chromosome number reported
for the subfamily, we used the base chromosome number for the
previously classified subfamily for that species (e.g. subfamily
Detarioideae previously belonged to Caesalpinioideae) (LPWG,
2017). For ourmain analysis, we categorized all species with ploidy
values ≤ 2 as diploids and all species with ploidy values > 2 as
polyploids since there were few taxa with high ploidy. Although
subfamily base chromosome number and genus base chromosome
number values were significantly correlated in Kendall’s rank test
(s = 0.411, P < 0.0001), we expect the ploidy values calculated
from subfamily base chromosome numbers to be imperfect.
However, the dataset with ploidy calculated using only the genus-
level base chromosome values had fewer species overall (n = 671)
and only two nonsymbiotic polyploid species (Table S3). It is thus
difficult to disentangle the influence of ploidy, lack of nodules, and
other shared traits between these two species on the number of
introduced ranges. Therefore, for our analyses, we used a
combination of genus-level and subfamily-level estimated ploidy
levels (n = 847). Specifically, if ploidy calculated from the genus-
level base chromosome number was available, we used that value,
and if it was not available, we used ploidy calculated using the
subfamily-level base chromosome number. Since there was a small
number of polyploid species calculated from subfamily base
chromosome values, we searched the literature to confirm that these
species are indeed polyploids (Table S4). Of these 62 species, 28
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were confirmed to be polyploids, 22 were changed to diploid in our
dataset, and 12 were left as polyploid because we could not find any
information on ploidy level. We then chose 62 species at random
from the list of diploids in the dataset and looked in the literature to
confirm their ploidy level. Of these 62 species, two were changed to
polyploid, 14 did not have ploidy levels reported in the literature,
and the rest were confirmed to be diploid (Table S5), suggesting that
our method incorrectly classified diploids in only c. 3% of species.
We also confirmed that all eight polyploid generalists in our dataset
were polyploid since the sample size was small in this category
(Table S6). After corrections, our dataset consistedmostly of diploid
species (n = 570) and fewer polyploid species (n = 277; Table S3).

Mutualists

We determined the symbiotic status of the legumes in our study from
Werner et al. (2014). If a species is known to form nodules with
rhizobia, it was categorized as a symbiotic species. We used the dataset
assembled by Harrison et al. (2018) to determine whether each
symbiotic legume species is a specialist or a generalist with regard to its
interactions with rhizobia. Harrison et al. (2018) used data from
Andrews & Andrews (2017) to determine the number of unique
rhizobia genera that interact with a diverse group of legume species.
Andrews & Andrews (2017) identified seven unique rhizobia genera
based on 16 S rRNA, 16 S-23 S DNA, and nif/nod genes and then
performed a literature search for legume species partneredwith bacteria
belonging to these genera.Weclassifieda legume species as a specialist if
it interacts with only one genus of rhizobia. Any legume species that
interacts with more than one genus of rhizobia is a generalist.

Legume ranges

We obtained data on the number of introduced ranges for each
legume species from Simonsen et al. (2017). Using geographic data
from ILDIS, Simonsen et al. (2017) classified native and invaded
ranges for each species as discrete geographical polygons that
roughly alignwith geopolitical boundaries (Fig. S1). If a species was
present in a non-native polygon and was touching neighboring
non-native polygons, that area was counted as a single successful
invasion event, or one introduced range. We assume that this
reflects the successful introduction and establishment of a species in
a new region followed by spread to contiguous areas. Therefore, the
number of introduced ranges in the dataset is the sum of
noncontiguous non-native polygons. It is nonetheless possible for
a species to spread tomultiple polygons from their native range and
then later go extinct from some polygons, producing a patchy range
with a high number of successful introductions. We included
several covariates from the Simonsen et al. (2017) dataset in our
models including the number of human uses for each legume
species, area of the species’ native range, the midpoint latitude of a
species’ native range, and whether or not the species was annual or
perennial. On ILDIS, each species contains a report of the multiple
ways humans use the plant in different industries (e.g. agriculture,
medicine, and chemical). Simonsen et al. (2017) categorized these
uses and summed the total number of unique uses for each legume
species. We expect that humans facilitate the introduction of

legume species that are important in human practices.We included
the area of the native range (summed total area of all native
polygons) as a covariate since we expect that species with large
native rangesmay bemore likely to establish in new areas because of
broader niche breadth or greater propagule pressure. Previous
analysis found that temperate species and annuals aremore likely to
establish in non-native regions (Simonsen et al., 2017), so we also
included these as covariates in our models, using the midpoint
latitude (i.e. themidpoint of the native polygons for each species) to
measure whether a legume is temperate, subtropical, or tropical.

Statistical analyses

All analyses were performed in R (RCore Team, 2020).We used the
gls function in the package NLME (Pinheiro et al., 2020) to fit
phylogenetic least-squares models (PGLS). We pruned the Zanne
et al. (2014) angiosperm phylogeny to retain only the species in our
trait dataset. First, we modeled the number of introduced ranges as a
function of the main and interactive effects of symbiotic status
(symbiotic/nonsymbiotic) and ploidy (diploid/polyploid or ploidy
level). However, because the trait dataset is highly unbalanced with
fewer nonsymbiotic species (44 nonsymbiotic diploids and 24
nonsymbiotic polyploids) compared with symbiotic species (526
symbiotic diploids and 253 symbiotic polyploids), we also analyzed
the impact of ploidy on range expansion separately for symbiotic and
nonsymbiotic legumes. For the symbiotic species in the dataset, we
also modeled the main and interactive effects of specialization
(specialist/generalist) and ploidy (diploid/polyploid) on introduction
success. This analysis had fewer taxa than the symbiosis presence/
absence dataset (Table S3); specifically, it comprised 36 diploid
generalists, 68 diploid specialists, eight polyploid generalists, and 29
polyploid specialists. We not only treated symbiotic status, special-
ization, and ploidy as binary, categorical variables but also performed
a set of analyses in which ploidy was modeled as a continuous
variable. All analyses included the following covariates: number of
human uses, scaled value of total native area, life cycle duration
(annual, perennial), and absolute latitude of origin. Before fitting a
PGLS model, we performed model selection on the saturated model
(all covariates and interaction between ploidy and symbiotic status)
using the dredge function in the package MUMIN (Burnham &
Anderson, 2002). The largest difference in Akaike information
criterion (AIC) scores between models with and without interaction
terms and covariateswas below2; therefore,we included all covariates
in all our analyses.We allowed Pagel’s lambda parameter to vary and
optimize in the PGLS models. The internal branch lengths of the
phylogeny are multiplied by this lambda parameter to account for
phylogenetic signal in the data. A lambda value of 0 indicates that
variation in the response variable is independent of phylogeny, and a
lambda value of 1 indicates a Brownian motion model of evolution.
We log-transformed (base 10) the number of introduced ranges (plus
one to avoid zero values) to improve normality andhomoscedasticity.
When the PGLS models estimated negative lambda values (suggest-
ing phylogenetic overdispersion in the data) or values very close to
zero (suggesting veryweak phylogenetic structure in thedata),we also
performed tests on the data using the glm function without
accounting for phylogeny. Since the number of introduced ranges
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was not normally distributed and overdispersed, we fit the data to a
quasi-Poisson distribution.We tested for significance by performing
a type III (on models with interaction terms) or a type II (on models
without interaction terms) ANOVA using the Anova function in the
CAR package (Fox &Weisberg, 2019).

State transitions

We modeled the evolution of ploidy and symbiosis across the
Zanne et al. (2014) phylogeny with the package CORHMM
(Beaulieu et al., 2021) to estimate transitions between the following
states: nonsymbiotic diploid, nonsymbiotic polyploid, symbiotic
diploid, and symbiotic polyploid.Wefit a simple CORHMMmodel
with no hidden states (i.e. a single rate category) and also a model
with hidden states (i.e. two rate categories) on the genus/subfamily-
level ploidy data. The two rate categories represent additional
hidden or unmeasured states that may affect evolutionary transi-
tions in ploidy or symbiotic status. Because the hidden state model
always outperformed the simple model, we plotted transition rates
estimated from the hidden state models on the phylogeny using the
plotSimmap function in PHYTOOLS (Revell, 2012).

Results

Symbiotic status and ploidy

Nonsymbiotic polyploids have successfully invaded more new
ranges than symbiotic polyploids (Fig. 1a). By contrast, diploid
species have successfully established in few new ranges regardless of
symbiotic status (Fig. 1a). Symbiotic status and ploidy interacted

significantly to predict legume introduced ranges, although only in
a nonphylogenetic model (Table 1). In the PGLS model that
accounts for phylogeny, there was a nonsignificant interaction
effect between symbiotic status and ploidy on the number of
introduced ranges (Table S7). However, the PGLS model also
showed a weak phylogenetic signal in the number of introduced
ranges (k = 0.0641), suggesting that phylogenetic correction is
unnecessary. Furthermore, when we analyzed ploidy’s effects
separately within nonsymbiotic and symbiotic legumes, we found
that ploidy significantly increased the number of introduced ranges
in nonsymbiotic legumes (k = 0.3555) but not in symbiotic
legumes (Table S8). When we modeled ploidy as a continuous
variable, we found a marginally significant interaction between
ploidy level and symbiosis in a nonphylogenetic model (Table S9).
We observed a positive relationship between ploidy level and
introduced ranges in nonsymbiotic species but not in symbiotic
species (Fig. S2); however, there were very few data points
representing higher levels of ploidy in this analysis. In our second set
of analyses on symbiotic species only, polyploid generalists were
introduced to many more ranges than diploid generalists and both
diploid and polyploid specialists (Fig. 1b). There was a significant
interaction between specialization on rhizobia and ploidy in both
our phylogenetically corrected (Table S7) and uncorrected models
(Table 1). In both sets of analyses, the number of human uses was a
significant and positive predictor of introduction success, which is
consistent with past results (Simonsen et al., 2017; Harrison
et al., 2018). Annual plants were associated with more introduced
ranges, although this result was not always significant. Both
midpoint latitude and area of the native range were significant and
negative predictors of introduction success, which is consistent with
Harrison et al. (2018) but in contrast with Simonsen et al. (2017).

State transitions

The hidden state model performed better (�loge L = �398.327,
AIC = 832.655, n = 847) than the simple model (�loge L =
�448.216, AIC = 912.432, n = 847); therefore, we present results
only for the hidden state model. The transition rate from class 1 to
class 2 was slightly higher (0.0400) than the transition rate from
class 2 to class 1 (0.0200). The highest transition rate (3.5698) was
from polyploidy to diploidy within nonsymbiotic lineages in the
first rate class (Fig. 2). Overall, transitions in ploidy were higher
within nonsymbiotic lineages than in symbiotic lineages. Within
symbiotic lineages, transitions to diploidy were higher than
transitions to polyploidy (Fig. 2).

Discussion

Symbiosis and ploidy interact to affect range expansion

Overall, we found that symbiosis only limits range expansion
within polyploid species and that diploid legumes spread to few
new ranges regardless of symbiotic status. Therefore, our results
generally support the hypothesis that polyploid legumes are niche
generalists and better able to colonize new habitats.However, when
polyploids are also symbiotic or specialized on rhizobia, they are

Fig. 1 Mean (�1 SE) number of introduced ranges for diploid (yellow) and
polyploid (purple) legumes that (a) form nodules with rhizobia (‘symbiotic’)
or do not form nodules (‘nonsymbiotic’) and (b) associate with only one
genus of rhizobia (‘specialist’) or associate with more than one genus of
rhizobia (‘generalist’). Total number of legume species in each category is
listed as n. The analysis in (a) included 847 plant species across the legume
phylogeny.
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restricted in their range expansion, suggesting that symbiotic
legumes have difficulty finding a compatible rhizobia partner when
they are introduced to a novel habitat (Simonsen et al., 2017;
Harrison et al., 2018). Nonetheless, in legumes, diploidy seems to
be the main factor restricting a plant’s range; both nonsymbiotic
diploids and generalist diploids successfully established in few new
ranges despite not requiring or not specializing on rhizobia.
Therefore, the impact of symbiosis and specialization on rhizobia
(Simonsen et al., 2017; Harrison et al., 2018) on range expansion
appears to apply only to polyploid legume species.

Polyploids might be good colonizers because they have more
geneticmaterial in their large genomes giving them greater adaptive

potential (Otto & Whitton, 2000). Polyploids also often have
greater capacity for phenotypic plasticity and can be better
competitors than diploids, since they have fast germination and
growth rates (te Beest et al., 2012). However, being unable to
associate with compatible rhizobia seems to cancel out the
advantages of being polyploid. One explanation is that these
symbiotic polyploids are largely specialists in terms of which
rhizobia species they can form nodules with, making it more
challenging to find rhizobia in new habitats. There were more
specialist polyploids (29 species) than generalists (eight species) in
our dataset, in contrast to previous results that report generalization
on rhizobia in polyploids (Forrester et al., 2020). In our analyses on
symbiotic species only, we found that generalist polyploids were
introduced to far more ranges than any other category of legume
(Fig. 1b), providing further support for the theory that having
many potential rhizobia partners is beneficial for range expansion,
but only when paired with the benefits of being a polyploid.

Some caveats are in order, however. There were somewhat
conflicting results for the interaction between symbiosis and ploidy
in our PGLS analysis (nonsignificant) and nonphylogenetic GLM
(significant). Because of the phylogenetic correction, the PGLS has
reduced power. Given that the phylogenetic signal was low, this
correction is unlikely necessary (Revell, 2010). We also used a
combination of ploidy estimates calculated from genus- and
subfamily-level base chromosome values. Although this allowed us
to compile a larger dataset, it also introduced some errors in ploidy
estimates since subfamily base values are less reliable. The species
for which we have more accurate ploidy estimates (i.e. genus-level
data) are likely well-studied species that have spread widely across
the globe. We corrected the data for some taxa initially categorized
as polyploids, and a smaller number initially categorized as
diploids, by searching the literature to help deal with this issue.
However, in order to compile large datasets, we accept there will be
some inaccuracies in the data, especially when some species have
reports of multiple ploidy levels (Hijmans et al., 2007). The
problems with ploidy estimation that we encountered are not
unique to our study (Brittingham et al., 2018). Overall, we were
able to compile a large broad-scale dataset from online sources to
estimate an overall pattern in range expansion in legumes and
minimize some errors in the data by categorizing species into a

Table 1 Estimates and results for effects of ploidy and symbiotic status and
their interactions (denoted by 9) on the number of introduced ranges in
legumes obtained from glm models fit with a quasi-Poisson distribution.

Factor Estimate SE df Wald v2 P

Symbiosis status, df = 818
Ploidy (polyploid) 0.579 0.204 1 6.470 0.0110

Symbiosis (symbiotic) 0.262 0.175 1 2.510 0.1134
Total native area �0.088 0.048 1 5.29 0.0215

Human uses 0.425 0.018 1 558.440 < 0.0001
Absolute latitude �0.010 0.004 1 9.540 0.0020

Annual 0.368 0.135 1 9.670 0.0019

Ploidy3 Symbiosis �0.618 0.238 1 6.100 0.0135
Specialist status, df = 137
Ploidy (polyploid) 0.417 0.185 1 2.530 0.1117
Specificity (specialist) 0.038 0.185 1 0.043 0.8359
Total native area �0.171 0.050 1 10.218 0.0014
Human uses 0.273 0.030 1 75.270 < 0.0001

Absolute latitude �0.015 0.004 1 9.141 0.0025

Annual 0.204 0.158 1 1.229 0.2676
Ploidy3 Specificity �0.709 0.258 1 4.346 0.0371

Ploidy is estimated from combined genus- and subfamily-level base chromo-
some numbers. Italicized factors are significant at P < 0.05, and P values
reported here are the results of type III ANOVAs. Bolded factors highlight
significant interaction effects on legume introductions. Ploidy was coded as
0 = diploid and 1 = polyploid, while symbiotic status was coded as
0 = nonsymbiotic and 1 = symbiotic in the model. Therefore, the intercept
represents nonsymbioticdiploids. Specialistswerecodedas1andgeneralists as
0 in themodel.Here, SE represents standarderror, anddf representsdegrees of
freedom.

(a) (b) Fig. 2 corHMM results for hidden state
model on the evolution of ploidy and
symbiosis for (a) Rate Category 1 (R1) and
(b) Rate Category 2 (R2). Ploidy is estimated
from combined genus- and subfamily-level
base chromosome numbers. Arrows in the
plot show the direction of the transition rates
between the four states of legumes:
‘nonsymbiotic, diploid’, ‘nonsymbiotic,
polyploid’, ‘symbiotic, diploid’, and
‘symbiotic, polyploid’. Symbiotic states are in
gray, and nonsymbiotic states are in white.
The thickness of the lines corresponds to the
strength of the transition rate. Extremely low
transition rates < 0.00001 were not plotted
in the figure. The transition rate from R2 to
R1 was 0.02, and the transition rate from R1
to R2 was 0.04.
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binary variable of diploids and polyploids. We also expect our
results are conservative; when we double-checked our ploidy
estimates for a subset of taxa, far more polyploids turned out to be
diploids than the other way around (22/62 diploids incorrectly
classified as polyploids vs 2/62 diploids incorrectly classified as
polyploids). Thus, some polyploids in our dataset might be diploid
species with small ranges, and the removal of these diploids from
the polyploid category should strengthen our results. We do not
know whether most of the polyploid species in our dataset were
formed through autopolyploidization (genome duplication) or
allopolyploidization (hybridization), although recent work has
estimated higher rates of autopolyploidization in plants (Barker
et al., 2015).We expect allopolyploids to exhibit novel phenotypes
and contain more genetic variation than autopolyploids, poten-
tially making it easier for allopolyploids to establish in new habitats
than autopolyploids. Alternatively, allopolyploidization may be an
outcome of species invading new ranges, because range expansion
promotes contact between species and increases the likelihood of
hybridization (Parisod et al., 2009). Future studies should
investigate the interaction between mechanisms of polyploid
formation and symbiosis in legumes.

High rate of re-diploidization in legumes

Overall, the best-fitting model of trait evolution was a hidden state
model, likely because other unmeasured traits contribute to rate
heterogeneity across such a large and old clade as the legumes
(Beaulieu & O’Meara, 2016). This model found that evolutionary
transitions in ploidywere generally higherwithin nonsymbiotic than
symbiotic lineages. Within symbiotic lineages, we observed a high
rate of re-diploidization. Re-diploidization is a commonprocess that
occurs in many plant lineages (Tamayo-Ord�o~nez et al., 2016) and

seems to occur more frequently in symbiotic than nonsymbiotic
legume lineages. Polyploid species may undergo re-diploidization if
the extra genetic material in the genome causes dosage imbalance,
errors in mitosis or meiosis, disruption to gene regulation, or
epigenetic instability (Comai, 2005). Larger genomes also tend to be
more costly to maintain. After polyploid legumes evolved genes
important for interactions with rhizobia, theymay have experienced
extensive gene loss (and thus genome reduction) during re-
diploidization, which would reduce these costs.

The ancestral state in the legume tree was nonsymbiotic and
diploid. Our analysis suggests that polyploidy directly evolved from
diploidy, leading to the evolution of symbiosis followed by re-
diploidization in symbiotic species (Fig. 3). There is evidence in the
family Brassicaceae that whole-genome duplication has facilitated the
evolution of diverse chemical defense compounds against herbivores
(Edger et al., 2015). If polyploidy did indeed evolve before symbiosis
with rhizobia, the extrageneticmaterial in thepolyploidgenomecould
provide more opportunity for mutations and the evolution of
symbiosis to occur. However, previous in-depth analysis of transcrip-
tome data in a few key legume species suggests that the evolution of
polyploidy and symbiosis in legumes are unrelated (Cannon
et al., 2010). Overall, our analysis still suggests that polyploidy
evolved first and is a potential predisposition event to the evolution of
symbiosis. However, this is an important question that warrants
further exploration with a larger dataset and better ploidy estimates.

Conclusion

Our results show the importance of considering the effects of both
ploidy and symbiosis on invasion success; here, we showed that
ploidy can influence the impact mutualism has on the spread of
invasive species across the globe. Previous work has shown that

Rate class 1 
Rate class 2

nonsymbiotic, diploid
nonsymbiotic, polyploid
symbiotic, diploid
symbiotic, polyploid

nonsymbiotic, diploid
nonsymbiotic, polyploid
symbiotic, diploid
symbiotic, polyploid
nonsymbiotic, diploid
nonsymbiotic, polyploid
symbiotic, diploid
symbiotic, polyploid

R
at

e 
1

R
at

e 
2

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 3 Transition rates between four states (‘nonsymbiotic diploid’, ‘nonsymbiotic polyploid’, ‘symbiotic diploid’, and ‘nonsymbiotic polyploid’) in two rate
classes (R1 and R2) estimated from the corHMM (hidden-state) model. Ploidy is estimated from combined genus and subfamily-level base chromosome
numbers. In (a), only the two rate classes are depicted on the phylogeny (R1 = black, R2 = gray). Panel (b) shows the four states (rate class information not
shown). Panel (c) showsall the informationononephylogeny, the four categories in both rate classeswith lighter colors representing the four states inR2.Major
subfamilies are labeled on the outside edges of the tree in panel (c).
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symbiosis (Simonsen et al., 2017) and specialization on a small
number of rhizobia partners (Harrison et al., 2018) introduces a
barrier to range expansion in legumes. Our study supports these
results but shows that this barrier affects only polyploid legumes,
which otherwise have an advantage over diploids in terms of
successful introductions to new ranges. Looking ahead, the joint
influence of ploidy and mutualism on invasion success should be
evaluated in other mutualisms, such as plant–pollinator interac-
tions; polyploids tend to be self-fertilizing, which is thought to
facilitate range expansion (Barringer & Geber, 2008), but some
work has suggested that invasive plants can take advantage of local
pollinators (Graves & Shapiro, 2003). Our results also suggest that
evolutionary transitions in ploidy and symbiosis might be linked at
macroevolutionary scales; polyploidy appears to have arisen before
symbiosis in legumes, perhaps setting the stage for the evolution of
the legume–rhizobium mutualism. Nonetheless, once symbiotic,
legumes frequently revert to their ancestral diploid state, likely
explaining why so many extant symbiotic legumes are diploids.
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